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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a complex Bake measure in C. The Cauchy transform fi of p is 
defined by 
Let m,, i = 1,2, denote the i-dimensional Hausdorff measure in @. Let us 
introduce the following definition (cf. [3, 7, 14, 201). 
DEFINITION. A m,-measurable set E c @ is called a set offinite perimeter 
if there exists a measure p such that 
z E E, 
z 6 E, 
m,-a.e. 
Any finitely connected domain G with a rectifiable boundary is obviously a 
set of finite perimeter with p E (1/2ni) d[ 1 r7G. Other less trivial examples due 
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to Garnett in [lo] are given by the sets of the so-called Swiss cheese type. 
One defines a Swiss cheese to be a compact set obtained by deleting from 
the closed unit disk d, a sequence of Aj of pairwise disjoint open disks 
whose radii have a finite sum and whose union is dense in A,. We denote 
such a set by K. It is not hard to see (cf. [ 10, 201) that K is a set of finite 
perimeter with the measure ,U defined by 
A&l” 271i > =-I-& PI&, = -&d[, j=l,2 ,.... 
As was noted by Pietz in [20,21] the results of Federer, De Giorgi, and 
Fleming [3, 4, 691 in geometric measure theory described below give a 
complete geometric characterization of the sets with a finite perimeter. To 
state the main theorem combining the results of Federer and De Giorgi 
and describing the geometrical structure of such sets we have to recall the 
concept of exterior normal due to Federer (see C&8]). 
DEFINITION. Let E c C be a measurable bounded set. We say that E has 
an exterior normal n(x) at the point x if In(x)1 = 1 and letting 
A(x, r)= {ye@: Iy-xl <r}, 
A +(x, r) = { y E A(x, r): (G). z) > 0}, 
A-(x, r)= {y~A(x, r): (y)..(,j<O}, 
we have 
lim m,(A-(x,r)nE)_l. lim m~{A+(x~r)nE)~~ 
r-o+ m,(A--(x,r)} ‘r-o+ m,{A+(x,r)} ’ 
Let B, = B(E) = { XE @: E has an exterior normal n(x) at x). Following 
Federer we shall call B, the reduced boundary of E. 
The following theorem is a “complex” version of the results due to 
Federer and De Giorgi (see [ 3, 8, 14, 201). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E he a set of finite perimeter in C, i.e., 3~: p(z) = xE 
a.e. Let P(E) = 27~ jlpll. Then, the following hold: 
(i) B, is ml-measurable and P(E) = m,(B,). 
(ii) For any Borelset AcC, ,u(A)=p(AnB,)=(1/2rr)j,,..n(x). 
dm,(x). 
(iii) lim r+O+ m,(B,n A(x, r))/2r= 1 a.e. on B,. 
(iv) BE except, maybe, a set of ml-measure zero is contained in a 
countable union of rectifiable arcs and dp = (1/2ni) d[ I BE. 
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We refer the reader to the papers [ 13, 14, 20, 211 for the further dis- 
cussion concerning the sets of finite perimeter in @. 
The following theorem, combining the results of De Giorgi and Fleming 
(see [3, 93) describes the sets of finite perimeter as “geometric limits” of 
finitely connected smoothly bounded regions. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let E he u set gf finite perimeter and x~= /l(z) a.e.; then 
there exists a sequence (IT,,) ;C of ,finitely connected smoothly bounded com- 
pact sets .such that 
(i) m,(I7,,\E) + m,(E\l7,,) -+ 0 as n -+ cr3 and, moreover xn, + xc a.e. 
(ii) 11(1/2~i)diI;,,,,-d~ll +O as n+ a. 
Let us give a brief description of the contents of this paper. 
In Section 2, we establish an analog of the classical Cauchy-Green for- 
mula which holds for Lipschitz functions on the sets of finite perimeter. In 
Section 3, we apply the obtained version of the CauchyyGreen formula to 
study the problem of approximation of Lipschitz functions on the sets of 
finite perimeter by rational functions. We show that the function ,f satisfy- 
ing the Lipschitz condition is uniformly approximable by rational functions 
if and only if c?f/c?F = 0 a.e. Also, we obtain the analog of F. and M. Riesz 
theorem for the Swiss cheeses. We want to mention here the related papers 
of O’Farrell [ 155181 containing many interesting results concerning 
rational approximation of Lipschitz functions in the Lipschitz norm. 
In Section 4, we establish the analog of the Cauchy representation for- 
mula for the algebra H” on the sets of finite perimeter, where H” is 
defined as a closure of rational functions in the weak (*) topology of 
L’ (ml). 
Notation. For a compact set X in C, R(X) denotes the uniform closure 
of the space of rational functions with poles outside of X. Lip( 1, C) = 
(4: @ + @: If)(z) - f&w)1 6 Const. Iz - WI}. (a/Z) = $((a/ax) + i(d/dy)), 
where z = x + iy. C’ = {f: f is continuously differentiable in @ }. L,‘,, = 
{f: SK IfI dm, < +co for all compact sets K in C}. 
2. THE CAUCHY-GREEN FORMULA ON THE 
SETS OF FINITE PERIMETER 
Recall the classical Cauchy-Green formula: Let G be a finitely connected 
domain with a smooth boundary f consisting of finitely many Jordan cur- 
ves. Let d E C’ (C ). Then 
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= 4(z) 
1 
if ZE G, 
0 if z$G. (1) 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X he a compact set of finite perimeter. Then, for each 
I$ E Lip( 1, C), the following holds 
= 4(Z)? 
i 
a.e. on X, 
0, z E c\x. 
(2) 
Proof: At first, let us assume that 4 E C’(C). Let {n,}y be a sequence 
of finitely connected compact sets with smooth Jordan boundaries converg- 
ing to X and satisfying (i)-(ii) of Theorem 1.2. Let Z~E C\X be such that 
xn,(z,) -+ 0 as n 4 co. Hence, 3n,: Vn > n,, z0 $ IZ,. Then, according to (1) 
we have 
as n >n,. Since d(<)/([-z,,) is continuous near X, (1/27ci) d[Ipn, -+ 
(11274 di I Bu and xn,, + xx a.e., we obtain 
--- 
So, (2) holds for almost all z E @\X. Since C\X is open and the left-hand 
side of (2) is continuous on @\X, (2) holds for all z E C\X. Now, fix z0 E X 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) x,,,(z,,) -+ 1 as n --) m, 
(b) JB\ d lillli - -701 < => 
(cl (1/2ni)SR.Yd~l(i-170)= 1. 
Clearly, (a), (b), and (c) hold a.e. on X. By (a) 3n,: Vn > nO, z0 E Z?,. Then, 
applying (1) we have 
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as n > n,. Since xn, + xX a.e. and l/([ - zO) E L:,,, we obtain 
1 - -~ 
2 = (3) 
as n + co. Note, that 1(4(c) - d(zO))/[ - zOI d const. for [E e\{zO}. Then, 
using properties (b) and (c) of zO, we obtain for n > n, 
as n + co. Therefore, by (3) 
This proves (2) for 4~ C’. Assume now, that 4~ Lip(1, @). As it is well- 
known there exists a sequence {d,}~, 4n~ C’ such that Il~,z-&Ic(x, -+ 0 
and \la~,/aFll Lz < M < +cc (it suffices to take 4, = 4 * $,,, where $, is an 
approximate identity, E,, LO). Taking a subsequence if necessary we can 
assume that &j,/Z--+ ad/& in the weak (*) topology of L”. In fact, 
&$,,/a2 -+ &$j& in the distribution sense, at the same time there exists a 
subsequence converging weak (*) to a function #o E L”. Then, do must 
equal to ad/Z a.e. Take z. E X such that the conditions (a)-(c) are satisfied. 
Then, using the fact that we have proved (2) for C’-functions, we obtain 
d(zo) = /em d,(zo) 
As &j,,/aC- &$/a[ weak (*) and l/([ - zo) E L;,, we have 
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Also, according to (b) we have 
as n + 00. Therefore, (2) also holds a.e. for z E X. To prove (2) for z E C\X, 
q4 E Lip( 1, C) we have to repeat the same argument and again use the fact 
that (2) holds for all 4,. Theorem is proved. 
3. RATIONAL APPROXIMATION OF THE LIPSCHITZ FUNCTIONS 
The following theorem extends to Lipschitz functions the known result 
for smooth functions (cf. to [l, Chap. III, Corollary 3.221). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a compact set in C. Iff E Lip( 1, C) and @j/Z = 0 
a.e. on X, then f E R(X). Moreover, if X has a finite perimeter then the con- 
verse statement is also true. Namely, zff E R(X) n Lip( 1, C), then af/& E 0 
a.e. on X. 
Proof Let X be an arbitrary compact set. Take any measure p I R(X). 
Then, according to Green’s formula we have 
j" 
X 
f dp= -J?&fi(z)dm,=O 
since LJf/dZ= 0 on X and p(z) = 0 on C\X. Applying the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, we obtain that f E R(X). 
Now, suppose that X has a finite perimeter. At first, let us note that for 
each z0 E X and satisfying the conditions (b) and (c) from the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. the measure 
1 1 
--dil., 
271i [ - z0 
is a representing measure for R(X). In fact, let 4 E R(X) be analytic in the 
neighborhood of X. Then, (4(i) - #(z,,))/([ - zO) E R(X). Since (l/274 dc I Bx 
is orthogonal to R(X), in accordance with our choice of z0 we obtain 
1 
4 27ci Bx 
d(i) - dh) di = o 
c-z0 
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and, hence, 
(4) 
In view of (c), we can take uniform limits and, therefore, (4) holds for all 
4~ R(X). Let f~ R(X)n Lip(1, C). Then, by (4) we have for almost all 
Z,EX 
Since ,f~ Lip( 1, C) for almost all z0 E X according to Theorem 2.1, we also 
have 
Hence, 
a.e. on X. 
For any z, E @\X, f. (l/([ - zl)) E R(X). As (1/2ni) dl’l Bx I R(X), we have 
i 
2ni 
on @\X. 
Then, according to Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
on @\X. 
Thus, (8mZ E 0 a.e. in C. So, (df/d[) 1 x = 0 a.e. Theorem is proved. 
Remark. In [ 191 A. O’Farell using different techniques has generalized 
the above theorem in the following way. For any compact set K and any 
f E Lip 1, f E R(K) if and only if af/aF = 0 at almost all nonpeak points of 
R(K). (According to Theorem 4 in [ 143, the set of peak points of R(K) on 
the set K with a finite perimeter has area zero.) 
The following statement can be considered as a version of F. and 
M. Riesz theorem (cf. to [S, 11, 123). 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a nowhere dense set of finite perimeter. Let 
f E Lip( 1, C). Then, f E R(X) if and only if 
I f(i) r(i) 4 = 0 Bx (5) 
for all r(c) E R(X). 
Prooj Let f E R(X). Then, for each r(c) E R(X), f. r E R(X). Therefore, 
s f (0 r(i) 4 = 0 BX 
(4lBx is orthogonal to R(X)). Conversely, assume that (5) holds. Then, 
s BX 
for all z E C\X. Therefore, in accordance with (2) we obtain 
(6) 
for all z E C\X. But aJa[E L”, l/i EL;,,. So, the convolution (afla() * (l/i) 
is a continuous function in C. Since X is nowhere dense, from (6) we obtain 
that 
ss af 1 --dm,=O xayi-z 
for all z E C. Thus (af/a[) 1 x = 0 a.e. Applying Theorem 3.1, we complete the 
proof. The following corollary has been first observed by Luecking (see 
Cl51). 
COROLLARY 3.1 (F. & M. Riesz theorem for Swiss cheeses). Let K be a 
Swiss cheese. Let ,f E Lip(1, C). Then f E R(K) if and only if 
for all r(i) E R(K). 
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4. ALGEBRA H” ON THE SETS OF FINITE PERIMETER 
Let us recall the definition of the algebra H” on an arbitrary compact 
set X (see [ 111). 
DEFINITION. Let Q c X be the set of all nonpeak points of R(X). H”(X) 
is defined as the weak (*) closure of R(X) in L”(Q, mz). 
Remark. If X has a finite perimeter, then according to Theorem 4 in 
[ 141 m,(Q) = m,(X) and, therefore, Q has full area density at each of its 
points. So, in that case H”(Y) is the weak (*) closure of R(g) in L”(g). 
We shall call x an essential set for R(X) if 8 is the closure of Q (cf. [l, 
Chap. III] ). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be an essential compact set with a finite perimeter. 
Let f be an arbitrary function in H”(X). Then, there exists a unique function 
7~ L”(B,, d[) such that 
1 
I 
.7(i) di = 
1 
f(z) for almost all z E X -- 
2ni ~~i-z 0, 2 E c\x. (7) 
Moreouer, II 7 II Lm(Bx,ds) = II f II L=(x). 
Proof. Since f E H”(X), there exists a sequence {f,};“, f, E R(X) such 
that f, -+ f weak (*) in L”(X, mz). Then, obviously, f, -+ f in the weak 
topology of L’(X, m2). Moreover, since f, + f weak (*) in L”(X) and X is 
an essential set, 1) f,ll Lz(Xj = II fnllccxj < const. < +co. As f, -+ f weakly in 
L’, there exists a sequence of their convex combinations 
g, = f qf;, cp 2 0, 
,=I 
,;, Lx{“’ = 1, 
such that g, + f in the normed topology of L’ on X (see [22, Chap. III, 
Sect. 3.133). Furthermore, g, E R(X) and II g,ll c(XJ 6 C+= i CI{“) )Ifill ccxJ < 
const. for all n. Taking a subsequence, we can assume that 
g,+f a.e. on X. (8) 
Put &7, = g, I BX. Then, II g,ll Lm(Bx,dsj  11 g,II c(x) d const. for all n. Then, 
{en} ‘p contains a subsequence which converges in the weak (*) topology of 
L”(B,, dc) to a certain functionJf We also denote this subsequence by g,. 
We have 
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Fix Z~E C\X. Since g,. l/([ - zO) E R(X) for all n, and l/({ -zO) is con- 
tinuous near X, we have 
(d[/., is orthogonal to R(X)). We have proved the second equality in (7). 
To prove the remaining part, find zO E X such that the following conditions 
hold 
(a) (l/274 jB, Wi -4 = 1, 
(b) f&lil/(li-A)< 00, 
Cc) lim,, m gn(zo) =f(zd 
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the measure (l/2719( l/([ - zO)) 
4 I Bx is a representing measure for R(X) at zO. Then, according to (4) we 
have 
for all n. In view of (b) l/([-zO)~L1(Bx, d[). So, by (c) we obtain 
According to (8)(a), (b), (c) hold for a.a. ZEX. Thus, (7) holds a.e. on X. 
To establish the uniqueness of x suppose there exists another function 
TI E La‘(B,, d[) satisfying (7). Then 
a.e. in @. 
Hence, T=y, a.e. with respect to d[ on B,. Since H” is an algebra, (7) 
holds for all powers f”. So, for almost all z E X (a), (b), (c) hold, and (7) is 
valid for all f”, n = l,... Fix such zO E X. As 11 PII d 117 II “, we have 
If(zo I.f”(z,)l 4&/Bx&d ,[I. 
Hence, 
d llfll L”(Bx,&) . $= 
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As n -+ co, we obtain 
Therefore, If(z)1 d II .? II a.e. on x. So, II f II Lo d II 7 II L~u(Bx,dc). To prove 
the inverse inequality, i.e., 117 11 L=CBX,drj < IIf II LICXJ we quote Davie’s result 
according to which there exists a sequence f I, E R(X) such that I( f ;[I ccxj d 
llf II LWCXj and f :, + f weak (*) in L” (see [2, 121). Then, starting the con- 
struction of 7 with the sequence {f:}, we immediately obtain our 
inequality. 
Remark. The trick applied to prove the inequality II f jJ < )I 711 goes 
back to Landau. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let X be a set of finite perimeter. Let f,, f2 E H”(X) 
andyI =Tz a.e. on B,. Then, f, = fi (ae.). 
Note. This corollary shows that although, in general, a function f in 
H”(X) is defined almost everywhere with respect to m2, there exists a 
universal set B, of m,-measure zero (even more, m,( B,) < cc ) and a 
function f on B, such that 7 defines f uniquely. It seems natural to call 7 the 
boundary values off on X. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let K be a Swiss cheese. Then, (7) and Corollary 4.1 
hold for H”(K), with 
B,= rlj (&lj). 
j=O 
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